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In our daily lives, we are contented in living without questioning what is
happening in our surroundings. Most of us don’t see or blind to see the wrongness of this
living. Even though we are like this, we can’t escape the reality that there is happening
that we don’t want to exist and pretend like nothing’s wrong.
I, as an ordinary college student, can notice the wrong happenings. Just like an
ordinary fight of a Muslim and Christians, even if it is ordinary, this way you can see
there is no unity between the two. In other words, if this practice will continue, it will
start into an endless war.
We student are here to study in school in order to communicate to other people,
make friends with them and also to be part of an educated world. We know better than
the others, we are the model to a better future. Through this, we can contribute to the
world peace, with our simple way we challenge our selves to be better and learn unity.
They say that Muslims and Christians can’t live together, they were wrong, and
we will prove to them, here in Mindanao we unite together, as a family. Even though
sometimes, they fought but this is happening only in a family war. We can prevent all of
wars by just a simple smile and communicate well with others. Know the capacity and
attitudes of others, be patient and understanding to one another.
In order to reach this goal, we have to cooperate with one another to help create a
peaceful life, not only in our selves and also to everyone.
All of us want to live in a peaceful and harmony life, but we are not fighting for
peace and unity, we just keep on escaping in reality. Although fighting is not a peaceful
way, but through this we can achieve peace.
Unity of people in the country, this is the key to a peaceful life, not suffering on a
war. “Stop the war” bring peace to everyone; for the future living. They were so many
victims during the world war here in Philippines; many were killed, most of them are
women and children. Those innocent children were killed, without knowing and see their
future. What if one of them is your child? It was a torn in a heart of a mother; what if we
were one of them? What can you feel as of now?
We have to do something, and it will start within our selves. Can you differentiate
the peaceful country and the not peaceful country? People in a peaceful country have
unity, caring and understanding with each other. They have also love for their people that
brings happiness; while the other one is no unity and so very useless.

I want to stop this……….

